Apostrophes are used for…
Contractions
Possessive Nouns
&

she + is

An apostrophe also shows possession.

The letters left out are replaced with an
apostrophe.

dog’s bed

dogs’ bed

she’s

Apostrophes are missing for contractions and possessive nouns.
Rewrite each sentence adding apostrophes in the correct places.
is needed
for a contraction
or a were
possessive
The womens
surfboards
readynoun.
to go.

1.

Some sentences are
missing more than 1!

_________________________________________________________________________________________
2.

The dogs werent allowed inside the house but the cats were.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Jake told his dad that hed like to go to the football.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

Tina hadnt finished shopping for her friends birthday.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

5.

The two friends dresses were the same colour.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

6.

Rileys sister was having a birthday party.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

7.

The boys were told that theyd have to hurry to class.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

The ball wouldve hit the window if Fran hadnt stopped it.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

9.

Steves new friend wasnt allowed to see the movie.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

10.

The dogs owner was worried that the vet mightnt be open.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Apostrophes are used for… Answers
Contractions
Possessive Nouns
&

she + is

An apostrophe also shows possession.

The letters left out are replaced with an
apostrophe.

dog’s bed

dogs’ bed

she’s

Apostrophes are missing for contractions and possessive nouns.
Rewrite each sentence adding apostrophes in the correct places.
is needed
for a contraction
or a were
possessive
The womens
surfboards
readynoun.
to go.

1.

The women’s surfboards were ready to go.
2.

The dogs werent allowed inside the house but the cats were.
The dogs weren’t allowed inside the house but the cats were.

3.

Jake told his dad that hed like to go to the football.
Jake told his dad that he’d like to go to the football.

4.

Tina hadnt finished shopping for her friends birthday.
Tina hadn’t finished shopping for her friend’s birthday.

5.

The two friends dresses were the same colour.
The two friends’ dresses were the same colour.

6.

Rileys sister was having a birthday party.
Riley’s sister was having a birthday party.

7.

The boys were told that theyd have to hurry to class.
The boys were told that they’d have to hurry to class.

8.

The ball wouldve hit the window if Fran hadnt stopped it.
The ball would’ve hit the window if Fran hadn’t stopped it.

9.

Steves new friend wasnt allowed to see the movie.
Steve’s new friend wasn’t allowed to see the movie.

10.

The dogs owner was worried that the vet mightnt be open.
The dog’s owner was worried that the vet mightn’t be open.
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Some sentences are
missing more than 1!

